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BEFORE THE 1997 ELECTION VICTORY, New
Labour proclaimed that education was its number
one priority. Many who had witnessed the Tories’
wilful under-funding of schools enthusiastically
supported Tony Blair’s mantra “education,
education, education”. 

In office, New Labour offered a continuation of
many Tory neo-liberal education policies. Standard
Assessment Tests (SATs), the National Curriculum
and local management of schools (LMS) all
remained in place from the Tory years, maintaining
the essentials of an education quasi-market. The
Private Finance Initiative (PFI), brought in by the
Tories in 1992 for securing private sector finance
for infrastructure projects, was also supported and
extended by the New Labour government.  

New Labour generated a plethora of initiatives –
Education Action Zones (EAZs), Excellence in
Cities, the literacy hour and many others – yet
ended its first term with massive recruitment and
retention crises and teacher unrest resulting from
Education Secretary David Blunkett’s
performance-related pay arrangements. 

There was advance warning regarding what New
Labour would do to schools in a second term. In
March 2000, David Blunkett announced City
Academies would be established in inner-city areas
where “partnership with businesses, churches or
voluntary bodies would be key. In the summer of
2000, Blunkett floated a number of business-
friendly proposals, including by-passing local
education authorities (LEAs) for school funding
(giving individual schools greater scope for
striking up commercial contracts) and plans for
massive expansion of specialist schools backed by
private sector cash. 

In the autumn of 2000, Estelle Morris, Minister
for Schools, went on a fact-finding trip to the US to
explore strategies for bringing private capital into

schools. New Labour’s Green Paper, published last
February, spelt out the business agenda for schools
in detail.

New Labour’s Green Paper 
on education 
New Labour’s Green Paper on education, Schools:
Building on Success (February, 2001), can be read
as a blueprint for intensifying, expanding and
legitimising the business take-over of schools.
However it also linked this to the long-standing
policy of socially producing labour-power
(capacity to labour) for capital.

Human capital is at the foundation of New
Labour’s education policy. The Green Paper argues
that human capital development must proceed
throughout our lifetimes – a kind of “learning unto
death” that includes everyone. Teachers are to
develop their human capital to the maximum to
ensure that children are as work-ready for the
labour market as inhumanly possible.

It is not just human capital development for an
unspecified form of economy that is required, but
for New Labour’s “knowledge economy”, or (as it
is known in the US) the “new economy”. Thus
education is key to preparing the nation for “the
emergence of the new economy and its increased
demands for skills and human capital” . 

New Labour and the 
“knowledge economy”
The “knowledge economy” is New Labour’s
biggest idea. It has survived into the Green Paper
despite huge fallout in dot.com share values.
Unlike the nebulous Third Way, the knowledge
economy has real social substance. Peter
Mandelson promoted the knowledge economy as a
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leading idea for New Labour when he was at the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI). The most
succinct definition of the knowledge economy is
offered by consultants TFPL: “Knowledge
economies are emerging in the western world
where knowledge, expertise, and innovation are
now the primary asset and key competitive
advantage. (TFPL, 1999)

The Green Paper’s strategy for education is
anchored in the knowledge economy. It is argued
that a sense of urgency comes from the “imperative
for public education to prove that it can respond to
the challenges of the new economy” . It seems
clear that “ICT is transforming business processes
in every sector of the economy, both public and
private”.

On this basis, the Green Paper advocates that the
education system for the 21st century must have a
“leading edge”, and this will be provided by
advanced specialist schools linked to developing
the “school of the future”. Advanced specialist
schools will arise out of specialist schools that have
indicated high-performance levels of output over a
five-year period.

Secondly, the Green Paper states that there will
be some “Beacon” schools with a mission for
achieving “effectiveness in teaching the skills
relevant to the emerging economy, including
promoting creativity and the use of ICT”. Finally,
to ensure that schools are sufficiently geared up to
producing labour-power for the knowledge
economy, they will receive broadband connections
so that the “speed and quality of Internet working
will be greatly enhanced”. A special £10 million
“Classroom of the Future” pilot scheme will
“enable schools in 12 areas to explore radically
new and inspiring ways of delivering education”.

Business into schools does go
The previous points connect with the project of
meeting the “needs of industry” that was kick-
started by Prime Minister James Callaghan’s
Ruskin College speech in 1976 and the subsequent
Great Debate on Education fronted by the then
Education Secretary, Shirley Williams. But the
Green Paper takes a dual track: it connects with the
Callaghan project, but also argues for the
consolidation and extension of the role of business
in schools. The extent of proposed business
involvement in schools is startling:  

Business take-over of “failing” schools:
external sponsors are to take responsibility for
under-performing schools.

Learning from business: those in the education
service will be encouraged to “learn from
others, including business” .
Consolidation of the role of the private sector in
nursery education.
Public-Private Partnerships in nursery
education: from September 2004, every 3-year-
old whose parents want one will have a free
nursery place. This provision “will be based on
partnerships between the public, private and
voluntary sectors”.
New Specialist Business Schools: “In addition
to technology, languages, sport and the arts, we
will offer schools three new specialist options:
engineering; science; and business and
enterprise. Business and enterprise schools will
be expected to develop strong curriculum-
business links and develop teaching strengths in
business studies, financial literacy and
enterprise-related vocational programmes”. 
Extension of PFI: “Many schools are also
benefiting from the Private Finance Initiative.
Twenty one deals have been signed so far, and
funding for a further 33 has been agreed in
principle, bringing benefits to around 640
schools. The scale of activity is increasing”.  
Business sponsorship and business mentoring: a
significant extension of these (especially
business mentoring for Head teachers).

These proposals are set to open school doors to
corporate capital on an expanding scale. They seek
to break down barriers to trade within England’s
schools on an agenda that is consonant with the
World Trade Organisation’s mission to open them
up to corporate capital. The Green Paper has
purchased a neo-liberal ticket for schools. 

Local Education Authorities 
as business agents
Local Education Authorities (LEAs) have a
specific and significant role to play. They must
become the “business agents”, the collective spivs,
of school life. The Green Paper argues that for the
crucial role of school improvement LEAs are
simply inadequate. For “the lack of professional
standards for school improvement services and
those who work within them is ... a key weakness of
the current arrangements, and one which could
hold back the pace of reform”.

LEAs will be charged with assisting the
corporate invasion of schools. There will be
progressive contracting out of school improvement
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work, though some regulation (for quality) is
deemed necessary. There are hints that LEAs not
embracing the new business culture or
hamstringing business penetration of English
schooling are liable to be taken over by private
sector operators. 

On the Green Paper’s agenda, the spirit of
business will haunt educators in schools. The key
tasks are to struggle for an education that has
neither human capital development or profit
generation as foundation of its functioning – but is
recast for collective human need and self-
development. 

The Green Paper
defers to business
values and outlooks,
and the democratic
impulse is suppressed
or downplayed. This
outlook was carried
forward into New
Labour’s General
Election Manifesto.  

The Manifesto
argued it was
important that Britain
become “the best place
to do business in
Europe”, and that
investment in
education was crucial
for establishing
Britain’s role as

business heaven. Private sector investment was to
be a central ingredient in this mission, for “where
the quality is not improving quickly enough,
alternative providers should be brought in. When
private-sector providers can support public
endeavour, we should use them”. There was talk of
“radically modernising” comprehensive schools,
further City Academies and more state/private
partnership.  

Just before the election, an Institute for Public
Policy Research (IPPR) report leaked to The
Guardian argued that the injection of private sector
capital into public services was essential for their
improvement. The report urged private sector
management of schools. Trade union leaders bit
their tongues. Tory-controlled Surrey announced it
was handing over the management of a school to
Nord Anglia on a seven-year contract. The
following week, Kevin McNeany, Nord Anglia’s
chairman, floated the idea of directly employing
teachers, arguing for legislation on this issue. 

After New Labour’s election landslide, Estelle
Morris was installed as the new Secretary of State
for Education and Skills in a revamped department
committed to opening up education to capital.
Morris has been described as “more Blairite than
Blair” by some journalists. A few days before the
election, at the National Association of Head
Teachers’ conference in Harrogate, she announced
that not only would “failing” schools be taken over
by private operators but that successful schools
would too. Stephen Timms as new Schools
Standards Minister partners Morris. Timms is a
keen supporter of the WTO and the development of
the knowledge economy and for inviting the
private sector into all sectors of education. Blair
has picked a duo the WTO should be proud of.

The juggernaut unleashed,
but resistance builds

“What we are seeing now is a juggernaut of
privatisation moving across the education
system.” (Melian Mansfield, CASE, at the
“Education: Not for Sale” Public Meeting,
Hampstead Town Hall, 11th July 2001)

Since the election New Labour’s project for the
business take-over of schools has gathered pace.
The Queen’s Speech indicated that New Labour
would encourage greater use of private companies
in the delivery of public services but not the extent
to which they would do it. The proposed Education
Bill made it clear that the role of the private sector
would be extended as part of a “radical overhaul”
of secondary education, with much greater
opportunities for private sector control and
sponsorship.  

Proposed schemes for school privatisation have
become increasingly extreme and bizarre. For
example, Timms suggested that private sector
operators could run individual departments within
schools. Department for Education and Skills
officials quickly played this down. Secondly, a
leaked paper from the government’s Review Body
of Independent-State Partnerships suggested that
consortia of private schools could run EAZs or
Excellence in Cities schemes, or sponsor specialist
schools. This plan will be discussed in September.

Thirdly, a government discussion paper has
suggested that where businesses are awarded
contracts to turn round “failing” schools then they
should be given a “controlling interest” on school
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governing bodies – massively alarming national
school governor associations. These ideas and
proposals have sparked off a new determination to
resist school privatisation amongst swathes of
teachers, school governors and parents. 

Those hoping for the “real” New Labour to stand
up on education after the June election have been
given a clear picture of what this reality actually
means for schools. 

Furthermore, trade union leaders who maintained
silence during the General Election campaign on
the issue of privatisation suddenly found their
voices once the vote was counted. Bill Morris
(TGWU), Dave Prentis (UNISON) and John
Edmunds (GMB) waded in with some early
interventions against the privatisation of public
services. They promised a “summer of discontent”
if New Labour persisted with plans to let private
operators run public services, hinting that the
bankrolling of New Labour might have to be
reviewed. Realising that he had overplayed his
hand Blair called in public sector trade union
leaders for a very Old Labour dinner on 27th June
at 10 Downing Street. 

There are conflicting accounts of the extent to
which Blair managed to calm union fears, but his
strategy is clear: to buy off opposition. This was
obvious a week earlier on the issue of payment for
teacher overtime, when Morris argued that teachers
should be paid for supervising after-school
activities. When Nord Anglia argued at the
National Association of Head Teachers’
conference in May that Heads should be given
shares in companies running their schools,
government officials did not rule out the
possibility. 

A more wide-ranging deal was struck between
the public sector unions and Blair at the June
meeting. Basically, privatisation of public services
will go ahead on the back of above-inflation pay
rises for workers. After this, it becomes clear why
public spending on education and other public
services has to rise: first, to buy the consent of the
trade unions, secondly, to provide enough
funding for businesses to make a profit. 

Resistance to this strategy is growing.
Some union leaders don’t seem inclined to
readily trade in more privatisation for higher
pay rises for members. More significantly,
there is a growing grass roots opposition of
rank and file teachers, school governors and
parents that are fighting PFI (e.g. at Pimlico
School, and in the Haverstock School in
Camden), contracting out of education

services and the running of schools by businesses. 
Even in Conservative-controlled Surrey, parents’

groups are putting up a fierce fight against
Abbeylands School, Woking being run by private
operators. In July, a meeting sponsored by the
National Union of Teachers (NUT) against PFI at
the Haverstock School in Camden drew in over
100 teachers, parents and education activists. It is
groups such as these that are providing the first line
of defence against school privatisation. 

Organisations such as the Socialist Teachers
Alliance, which has recently produced a pamphlet
called Not for Sale: The case against the
privatisation of education (Regan, 2001), the
Campaign for State Education (CASE) and the
Socialist Education Association are providing
crucial supporting roles. In March this year, a
Promoting Comprehensive Education Network
(PCEN) was formed, an umbrella group involving
many organisations committed to defending
comprehensive education against the privatisation
juggernaut. Resistance to education privatisation is
having an effect. Morris has cancelled the
publication of the White Paper on education, due
for mid-July, until September 2001, hoping to
forestall a summer of anti-privatisation protest.

Unfortunately, resistance to New Labour’s plans
for the business take-over of schools lacks an
overall strategy. Many speakers at the Camden
meeting called for a united campaign by all the
trade unions involved, together with parents and
school governors, for terminating the privatisation
process in education. Secondly, some speakers
noted the lack of organisational links between the
fight against the WTO/GATS and privatisation in
education in Britain.  

The WTO/GATS education agenda and
education privatisation in Britain are welded
together. Effective action against the latter involves
practically an encounter with anti-capitalism. On
the other hand, socialists focusing primarily on the
WTO, the International Monetary Fund and other
global institutions need to be aware of what is
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THE BLAIR GOVERNMENT “HAS PUT CIVIL

LIBERTIES AT THE BOTTOM OF ITS

AGENDA”, MICHAEL MANSFIELD QC TOLD

A POWERFUL MEETING CALLED TO

DISCUSS THE PRESENT ROLE OF THE

APPEAL COURT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE

SYSTEM.

Leading lawyers, including Gareth Peirce,
Susannah Arthur, John Batt and Mike Topolski,
joined with those campaigning for the release of
wrongly-convicted prisoners in London on July 4.
Speakers at the gathering, convened by Bolton
solicitor Campbell Malone, denounced the role of
the present government.

“Many people feel that New Labour has an
agenda to ‘look again’ at safeguards within the
legal system, such as jury trial, double jeopardy
and previous convictions, “ Malone told Socialist
Future. “Many people want to work together and
form a united front to address this. This is the
beginning.”

“The pendulum has swung back in favour of an
approach where convictions are sustained in the
face of compelling fresh evidence or new
arguments never before the jury,” said Malone,
who is solicitor for Eddie Gilfoyle and many other
suspected wrongly convicted prisoners.

“While the bigger picture is important, lawyers
are also looking at the specific issue of the Court of
Appeal, with a view to forming a panel composed
of those with experience in handling cases that
come before it,” he added.

The purpose would be to help the increasing
numbers of people who do not get proper help with
their cases. “Lawyers are greatly encouraged by
support from other members of their profession
and the experience of non-lawyers for the
campaign to raise the standards of assistance,”
Malone added.

“We are looking into whether we need a lobby
group to target MPs, but we do not have a blueprint
for the future. We are considering holding a
demonstration outside the appeal court. We need to
think about the experience of this meeting and how
we can move things forward.”

Both Malone and Mansfield called for an
umbrella group that would co-ordinate the many
campaigns and individuals who are working for the
same objective. A limited amount of public money
was available, but often cases go through two or
three firms of solicitors, without anything being
achieved except “the production of mountains of
paper”, Malone explained after the meeting.

“The aim is not to preserve a monopoly but to get
a dozen firms of solicitors to act as a voice,
determined to see this through. To continue to
campaign and to work collectively.

Mansfield, currently lodging an appeal against
the conviction of Barry George, referred to the
“widespread recognition that something had gone
wrong with the criminal justice system after the
wrongful convictions of the Guildford Four in the
late 1980s”. 

A number of key cases had come before the
Court of Appeal and were kicked out. After this a
Royal Commission was set up to look into the
functioning of the appeals system.

The 1995 Criminal Appeal Act was intended to
remedy the Home Office’s failure to identify
potential miscarriages of justice by setting up the
Criminal Justice Review Commission. But
Mansfield, like solicitor Malone and many other
colleagues feel that the “malfunctioning” of the
system, especially over the last 12 months has gone
back to “before Guildford”.

The change in the Criminal Appeal Act which
was intended to enable a wider interpretation of the
reasons to challenge convictions was “not
happening on the ground”, Mansfield said.

Focusing on the exceptional nature of the jury
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trial system in Britain, he explained that in most
other countries judgements are made by a panel of
professionals. The Lockerbie case was an example
where three judges had sole jurisdiction.

For centuries in Britain, the Court of Appeal did
not exist at all. But after 1900, a celebrated legal
case revealed a wrong identification by 15
witnesses. This led to the “realisation that another
legal mechanism was needed”.

In 1907 the Appeal Court was set up to remedy
the problem of there being “only one decision”
within the jury system. However, the additional
safeguard which the court was intended to supply,
had been turned into its opposite. Instead of
checking out the judgment of the previous court,
which involved trial by jury, the Court of Appeal
was becoming a substitute for jury trials.

“Do we want the Court of Appeal to second-
guess juries?” Mansfield asked. Instead of
referring cases back to the jury, the Court of
Appeal was becoming even more restrictive.
“Instead of a jury of 12, three people hand down
judgements. The Gilfoyle case is a classic example
in which the Court of Appeal performed the role of

the jury in weighing up the evidence on the basis of
facts. Intended as a review body, it was now
convicting, without the process of hearing
witnesses. But that is what we want juries to do,
that is what we trust them to do. The jury sees
witnesses, hears the evidence, in order to make its
assessment. Instead the appeal court works off a
mere summary.”

The drift towards superseding the jury was part
of a dangerous anti-democratic trend, in
Mansfield’s view. The presumption of innocence
was only just operational.

Barrister Susannah Arthur told the meeting: “The
Court of Appeal protects the system. It is not
concerned with justice. I believe it makes up its
mind before it hears the evidence in court. The
appeal judges then twist things to protect the status
quo.”

Paul Caddick of the Eddie Gilfoyle campaign
said the gathering of members of the legal
profession and campaigners was remarkable.
“Never before have men and women who work in
such an insular profession joined together to
question their bosses.” 
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